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A STUDY OF THE REACTIOH tr-p -> 0 n 

IH THE FEGION CF THE H*(1688) 
Soger Burton Chaffee 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

RflSTR&CT 

In an ezperiaent perforeed at the Bevatron, a 
negative-pion bean incident on a 20-co liquid-hydrogen 
target produced reactions of the fern Tr-p -> neutral 
final state. The final-state neutron Has detected by 
plastic-scintillatcr counters. The final-state photons 
were detected by lead-plate spark chaibers, which 
covered about 3,7Trsolid angle, or by lead-scintillator 
sandwich counters, which covered most of the cpen face 
of the spark-chaaber array. 

For this analysis, a kineiatic fit was done on the 
L.B.L. conputer for each event in which twe photons 
were detected. For each aoaentun, events which fit the 
hypothesis Tr-p -> nn were tinned accordinq to the 
calculated production cosine, and the resultinq 
distributions were corrected by cenparing to the 
results of a Ronte-Carlo calculation for the saae 
reaction. The differential cross-section was 
calculated for each bin, and the values for each 
Boaentus were fit to a sun of Leqendre polynomials in 
production cosine. 
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In the final chapter of this thesis, the Leqendre 

polynoniaJ coefficients, the total ctoss-secticn, and 

the differential cress-sections eitrapolatod to 0° and 

180° are coopared to the results of ether experiaents, 

and sooe specalatlcns are offered as tc the spin-parity 

states nhich effect the eeasured behavior of the 

reaction. The conclusion is drann that the N (1688) 

does not contribute, but that the N (1670) does, uith a 

cross-section of (O.SttO.JI) at. 
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1. INTBCDUCTICN 

The eta meson Has first detected eiperiBentally' 
in the reaction 

TT* J -* p 5 p TT*Tr"Tr° 
shore it appeatsd as a peak in the Bass spectrum of the 
three-pion systea. The peak is due to the presence of 
the reaction 

and decay n -*• Tr^Tr'Tr" 
in uhich the total lass of the three-pion syste* «ust 
be the aass of the eta. 

The eta was later obserred* in the reaction 
TT'P -» n n (1) 

and subsequent decay 
T\_ -* XX (2) 

which definitely established its guantuo nuobers as 
J PI G=0»0-. 

The mass cf the eta is (508.6*0.6) HeV.1 The width 
is (2.63t0.58) Ke5, s corresponding to a lifetime of 
2.05i10-»» sec. 
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E. Eta Production 

1. General 

The reaction 

Tr'p -» r̂ n (1) 

is particularly interesting tc study. The relative 

sioplicity of the tuo-hody final state leads theorists 

to the hope of analyzing the dynanics of the reaction, 

without becoaing eabroiled in the kineaatics of aany-

body states. ["Kinesatics", roughly speaking, is any 

part of a particle interaction that is understood in 

principle, although it is generally tco cooplax to be 

solved in any particular case. "Cynasics" is what is 

left, and is net understood even in principle.] 

The reaction is a neater of the fasily of 

interactions of pseudoscalar aesons nith spin-1/2 

baryons, and of the isospin 1/2 side cf the faaily. It 

is therefore a close relative of the isospin 1/2 part 

of the pion-nucleon scattering reactions 

Tr"p -> Tff (H 

and TT p -> tfn (U) 

Both of these have been studied extensively, for 

reasons cf experiaental simplicity. Analogy uith pion-

nucleon scattering is an aid in the analysis of eta 

production. In turn, the eta-neutron state is purely 

isospin 1/2, and can provide inforaaticn about the 

isospin 1/2 Fart of the picn-nucleon interaction, 

without the need for separatinq out the isosFin 3/2 
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part. 

In particular, analysis of the pion-nucleon 
ceaction has shorni resonance behavior. Around the 
energy region of this experiaent, say froa eta-neutron 
threshhoia at 1H88 HeV up to around 1900 HeV center-of-
nass energy, pion nucleon scattering is strongly 
influenced by the production and subsequent decay of 
interaediate particles, in reactions cf the foric 

IT N -> X -> TTN 
The eta-nuclecn final state has the sane quantum 
nuabers, and oust couple to the sane resonances, in 
reactions of the forn 

IT 11 -> I -> t̂ N 
although the couplitg of the interaediate particle to 
the tvo channels lay te very ditferent. Since eac*i 
interaediate particle has a definite spin and parity, 
its presence at a particular energy is signalled by the 
behavior of the differential cross-section as a 
function of scattering angle. Only relatively crude 
stateaents about the intermediate states can be Bade 
fro* seasureeents of the total cross-section. Detailed 
analysis of the differential cross-section for eta 
production, Kith an expansion in teres of Legendre 
polynoaials, should shos th€ presence of SOBO of the 
sane intermediate resonances as are found in the 
isospin 1/2 channel of pion-nuclecn scattering, and say 
reveal other interaediate particles uhich are coupled 
relatively ueakly tc the picn-nucleon channel. 
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2. Paraaeterlzatict of Enperisental Fesults 
The total cress-section for the reaction (1) 

aeasures only the probability that the reaction nill 
occur, »ith no reference to the directions of aotion >£ 

the particles. The total cross-section is a function 
of the relative sotion of the bean and target 
particles, and can be eipressed as a function of the 
bean momentum, bean energy, tarycentric aonentua, or 
total (barycentric) energy. In discussing resonance 
behavior and other theories of the interactions 
involved, total enerqy is often the aost appropriate 
parameter. Rouever, one finds that aost experiaents 
are done in the laboratory systes, with a fceao and a 
target, and the measured variable is the bean '.osentui. 
Por this resson, this thesis genecally refers to bead 
•oientue, in HeV/c, and the total energy is given in 
parentheses. 

Differential cross-section is a function of both 
relative notion and direction. The usual angular 
variable is the cosine of the barycentric scattering 
angle. It is difficult to display this function of two 
variables in a fashion which capares the results of 
tfceasurercents at different energies. The usual aathod 
is to fit the cross-section neasurenent at each energy 
as, a sua of legendrc polynomials, 

J? =o 

where X *-s t* i e reciprocal acoentuo Q£ the incident 
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pion in the c.a. systea, h. are the ad-justable 

pairaaeters, 9 is the scattering or production anale in 

the c.a. systea, and EL are the tegendre pclynoaials. 

The choice of the oaiiaua order fcr the fit is often 

Bade on less than rigorous grounds. Eulos et al. 5 are 

typical: 

"First,.. .ue have elected to base the aasiauo 
value of 8. aluays even....The last 
coafficiart is soaetiaes consistent with 
zero.... Secondly,.. .that value cf i.aax «as 
chosen where the I* probability had clearly 
reached its asyaptotic value as a function of 
£aai. Purthemore, the value cf £aai was 
never aliened to decrease at scaenta atcva 
where it was first needed." 

In this respect, expansion in teras of Leqendre 

polynoaials is considerably tcstter than expansion in a 

power series, because the legendre polynoaials are 

orthoqonal in the range -1 to *1, and the inclusion of 

another ter» in the fit generally dcesn't significantly 

affect the coefficients of loner-order tern's. The 

value of JZaax is significant if one chooses to describe 

the interaction as conposed of a aun of different 

aaplitudes, each of definite angular aoaentus. Higher 

angular aoaentaa states reguire higher-order terms in 

the fit to the differential cross-section, and, 

conversely, the success of a los-order fit limits the 

nusber of aaplitudes which can be contributing in the 

Bodel, 
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3" T*l9 Experimental Situation 

By 1969, several aiperieental groups* - 0 had 

neasured total and differential cross-sections for the 

reaction (1). Host published results concerned the 

behavior of the cross-section in the energy region lust 

above threshhold, and the conclusion had been reached 

that the differential cross-section in this region is 

isotropic, and that the total cross-section rises 

linearly with the harycenttic nooentus of the final 

state. Both effects indicate that, close to 

threshhold, eta production is purely S-Have. This is 

in agreement uith phase-shift analysis of pion-nucleon 

scattering, uiiich shous the eaistance of an S.. 

resonance with a Bass of 1500 to 160C BeV.'-is 

At higher energies, the situation uas less clear. 

Richards et al.* uued steel-plate .sparlt chambers to 

detect the photons resulting fron the tao-photon decay 

of the eta. They did not atteapt to detect the 

neutron. They se&sured and fit to a son of leqendre 

polynomials the distribution of directions of the 

bisector of the tuo photon directions. The final 

distribution of eta directions uas aade hy a 

aatheaatical transformation on the fit to the bisector 

distribution, and depended in part on the fact that 

their spark chambers covered the entire solid angle. 

They found that terse through fj. "ere needed at c.o. 

energies as IOH as 780 HeV/c (1515 Re») , and that terns 

in P 3 aere needed above 1005 HeV/c (1675 HeV). 
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However, their fits did not require a term in Eu until 
their highest energy, at 1MH0 MeV/c (1900 HeV) . 

Bulos et al. s used a similar experimental schene, 
with an array of steel-plate spark chambers which 
covered approximately 2/3 of the total solid angle. 
Because their angular coverage was incomplete, they 
used Honte-Carlo methods to derive the distribution of 
eta directions from the observed bisector distribution. 
Their final publication on the subject agreed that 
terms in P̂  were needed at the energies indicated by 
Richards et al, tut they found F3 and 2,. terms 
necessary at 860 HeVc (1595 Bev) and above. 

In the region above 375 MeV/c (1600 Be») , no other 
experiments had measured differential cross-section in 
the entire range of production cosine. The neutron 
detectors of Deinet et al.* were not positioned to 
cover the entire range of neutron laboratory angles 
which were kinematically allowed at their higher 
energies. The points that they did measure were in 
agreement with the above experiments. 
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14. Phase-Shift Analyses 

Several, paperse-ts have been published givinq the 
results of phase-shift analyses of the available data 
for reaction (1t„ The fits generally allow resonant 
behavior in several spin-parity states, with lasses and 
uidths union say vary or nay be fixed at values found 
in pion-nuclecn scattering. Hodela for background 
tens nay alio* only Stineaatic factors, or they say 
suppose t-channel exchanges. The disparate assuaptions 
and results eiphasize the need for sore numerous and 
•ore accurate neasureients of the differential cross-
section in the entire angular ranqe, and of 
polarization parameters. 
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II. EXEtBIMENTAL EBCCSCBBS ASE ECUIPRENT 

A. §enej-al. 

The experimental apparatus was designed t... collect 
information about the reactions 

rr "" p -> All Neutrals 
The equipment ccnsisted of a beam transport 

system, to direct negative rions frci the Bevatron to 
the target, a liquid hydrogen target, neutron 
detectors, and lead-plate spark chatters in which the 
photons would ccnvert and leave detectable tracks. In 
the beam line Here counters tc detect the incoming beam 
particles, and surrounding the liquid hydrogen target 
were counters tc veto interactions with charged 
products. The counters were fcnitcred and the spark 
chambers triggered ty an electronic logic system. 

Tracks in the chambers were phctcgraphed, along 
uith an array of flash laics with ceded information 
from the counters. The information for each recorded 
event went on cne frame of 35-mm fill. 

a diagram of the apparatus is shewn in Fig. 1. A 
more coapleta description of the individual parts 
follows. 
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Side View 

Limit cf mirror 
array Liquid hydrogen 

reservoir 

Neutron 
counters 

Top View 

0 2 4 
' >eet' 

Fig. 1. The Experimental Apparatus 
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E. The ,Pion Beam 

Tl:e bean transport system directed negative pions 
from an internal target in the Betatron onto our liquid 
hydrogen target. * diagram is shewn in Fig. 2. the 
physical placeaent of the teas magnets was severely 
restricted by the requirement that the keaa start in 
the internal Betatron teas and pass through the center 
of the cube determined by our spark chambers, 
preferably at right angles to the rear chamber. He 
used the same magnets and magnet positions as mere used 
in the previous experiment•'. The higher beam momentum 
required higher fields in all magnets acd seme 
experimentation with the target position inside the 
Betatron, since the fixed Betatron field could not be 
scaled with moientui. 

The transport system was divided into halves. in 
the first half, the internal ptotcn beam of the 
Betatron hit a 0.25- by 0.50- by 8.0-in. aluminum 
target. Secondary particles emerging with an angle 
near 0° with respect tc the angle cf the incident 
protons were diverted by the Eevatron field acd passed 
along the experimental teas line. They were collected 
by a quadrupcle doublet (C, )« which focussed them 
through the steering magnet (E, ) and onto a 1-in. hiqh 
by 2-in. wide brass collimator at the center of the 
field lens (5j_) • Q, had a large (12-inch diameter) 
bore and was placed closest tc the Bevatron in order to 
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oaxiaize the flux through it, tut this aeant that in 
practice it was a steering aagnet as veil as a lens. 
This caused the first half of the beai to give 
inadequate aoientua selection, and to be very hard to 
tune. 

Particles eaerqing froa the field lens went 
through a 10° bend (Ba) and were focussed by a triplet 
lens (Q3) , throiiqh a H- ty «-in. lead collimator, 2U 
in. long, and ontc the liquid hydrcgen target. Final 
•oientua selection was done ty this part of the beaa. 

Field values of BJJ, Here deteriined ty wire-
orbiting, since B^ deterained the loaentua. The effect 
of the Bevatron field was calculated by cuaerical 
integration, using the aeasured values of the field in 
a coaputer prograa BOFDS.1* The results froa BCFUS ue,:e 
used as the starting point for prograa OPTIK", which 
calculated the necessary field values far the other 
aagnets. The OFTIK values were then adjusted 
experiiantally for cptiaua results, lhe final values 
for the second half of the systea were quite close to 
those predicted by CPTIR. The difference was probably 
due to the vertical focussiti-j properties of the 40° 
band, which OETIK does not treat correctly. The 
Bevatron fringe field has not been leasured well, so 
its effect was not calculated accurately, and the first 
half of the beaa required a certain aaount cf trial-
and-arror. The final tuning aethad adopted was, first, 
to set the banding lagnets to the desired values, which 
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were detarained by the total tend, and turn all the 
quadrupols lenses off, to ensure that they would net 
also act as steering lagnets and change the beaa 
•ooentua. Second, the target inside the Bevatron was 
aoved to aasiaize the flux delivered to the liquid 
hydrogen target under these conditions. tihen this 
•aiiaua was achieved, the Eevatrcn field directed 
particles froa th« internal target out along the 
desired beaa line. Third, the lenses were turned en 
and tuned to focus particles froa the internal target 
onto the collimator, and froe the colliaatcr cnto the 
liguid hydrogen target. Finally, the field lens was 
turned on to the values calculated by CPTIK, since the 
field lens had little effect and an errcr in its 
setting was siall ccapared to the dsfocussing in the 
rest of the beaa. 

This systea delivered negative pions in a spot ' 
In. high and 5 in. aide at the entrance of the 4 by 4-
in. colliaator. Particles which bit the cclliaator 
would have to pass through 21 in. of lead before 
reaching the target or spark chaabers. Further 
selection by the final scintillation counter n 3 

resulted in a aoaentua acceptance of tl.C*. The 
divergence was i0.8° horizontally and t0.u° vertically. 
The nuaber of cions depended directly en the nuaber of 
protons which hit the internal target in the Eevatron, 
and aas usually about 600,000 during a Eevatrcn pulse 
of 1.S seconds. The beaa rate was then 400 kHz. 
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At the end of data-taking, the electcon and nuon 
contaBination of the beai was leasured with a high-
pcessnre methane Cerenko* counter, which has been 
described in detail elsewhere1*. 1 diagraa is shown in 
Fig. 3. The beai composition was different at 
different aoaenta. It is suaaacized ir Table I. 

Table I. Beaa Composition 

E(HeV) P((teV/c) Electron Buon Pion 
1601 880 27« 3X 101 
1632 930 22 t: 73 
1661 qeo 10 M 89 
1688 1C30 7 1 89 
1716 1080 U <l 92 
17«3 1130 3 n <»3 
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Fig. 2. The Pion Beam 
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the Cerenkov Counter 
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C. The Liquid Hydrogen target 

The pion teas passed through a target of liquid 

hydrogen which was located approximately at the center 

of the spark chaaner array. The construction of the 

target has been described in detail ty Hisser» T, and 

his figures are repioduced here. (See Fig. 1 and 5.) 

The flask itself was a Hylar cylinder. 6 in. long and 4 

in. in diaiater. In ordei to place the hydrogen supply 

plumbing upstream and oot of the kinecatically 

preferred regiens, and at the saae time to put the last 

beam counter close to the hydrogen target, the vacuum 

jacket was a cylinder extending 8 in. upstrean beyond 

the flask, with a reentrant hole fcr the counter. 

The entrance and exit windows of the liquid 

hydrogen flask and of the vacuum jacket were in the 

beam line. The flask was made of 7,5-mil lylar, and 

the jacket windows of 10-mil Hylar. With the target 

empty, the flask material seen by the beam had a 

thickness of 0.123 g/cm*. lhe electronics could also 

have been triqgeced by interactions in the last beam 

counter, which was a disk ot scintillate! 1/16-in. 

thick, making 0.167 q/cm*, an-3 fret scie depth into the 

veto counter ih-j) , which was placed in the beam behind 

the flask. By contrast, the hydrogen in the flask had 

a thickness of 0. 141 g/cii*. 

Typical interaction rates were 0.73* cf all 

incoming particles with the flask full of liquid 

hydrogen, and C.C91 with the flask empty. 
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Fig. I 

Cylindrical aluminized 
mylar light guides 

Aluminized mylar 
window and 

^Luctte light guide 
^Photomultiplier 

Fig. 5 XBL 6910-" i?^ A 

Fig. U and 5» Tlis Target and Surrounding CounterB 
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D. The Scintlllatj.cn Counters 

Sll the scintillation counters sera made from 

"Pilot B" scintillator, which is polyvinyltoluene doped 

«ith p-terphenyl and p,p' diphenylstilheae. 

The beara-defining counters (H,.flj^Hj) and the veto 

counters surrounding the liquid hydrogen target (&),&^) 

were viewed by BCR 6575 photoaultiplier tubes, ftll had 

liqbt guides of tuisted Lucit-9 strips tetueen the 

scintillator and the phototute, encept H,, Hhich aas 

the last counter before the tatqet. Because of the 

physical construction of the target, the light froo the 

H 3 scintillator had to pass upstreaa in the teas line 

before being diverted out to the pbotctube. For this 

reason, the light guide for lh "as a cylinder of 

aluainized Hylar filled with air, and a 450 airror of 

1/2-iil aluainized Hylar across the teas line reflected 

the light toward the phototube. The construction of M ? 

and its position laar the target are shown in Fig. 5. 

Each bean-counter scintillator Has a plane disk. 

The size decreased as the beats converged on the target, 

"l ' "a.* a n t ! H 3 D e i n 9 *» 3.5, and 3 in. in diaseter, 

respectively. The scintillator for Hj «as 1/2 

in. thick, so it gave a relatively large nueiter of 

photons at the passage of a teas particle. The tilling 

of the pulse output of the H. phototube uas therefore 

quite stable uith respect to .he passage cf the 

particle, and it vai used to deteraine the tiaing of 

http://Scintlllatj.cn
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the beaa in sufcseguent logic circuitry. The ^ and H-, 

scintillators Here each 1/16-in. thick, tc niiniaize 

scattering. The U and B ; signals sere used cnly for 

coincidence lcgic, where the tiaing was not as 

critical. 

The veto counter surror.nding the hydrogen target 

(ft,) aas a hesagonal cylinder Bade of 1/<4-in. 

scintillator and vieued by three phctctobes. The veto 

counter downstream of the target (8^) sas an fl-in. 

square of VU-in. scintillator. The veto counters are 

shown aith the target in Fig. U. 

There were four separate rectangular qamea-ray 

detection counters, partially covering the open 

(upstreao) face o£ the spark chamber cube. Each Has a 

sandwich of eight sheets of 1/M-in. scintillator 

alternating aith eight sheets of 1/8-in. lead. They 

aero positioned so that a photcn fron the center of the 

liquid hydrogen target would hit a gaeoa counter if it 

were going in a direction to aiss oore than half the 

thickness of the spark chambers. The inner hole was 

nade larqe enouqh tc pass the teae and avoid extraneous 

interactions. Their sensitivity was set to detect a 

Binioua-ionizinq particle passing throagh any one of 

the eight scintillator sheets. 
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E• The Heutign Counters 

The twenty neutron counters were also 
scintillation counters lade froi "Pilot B", but their 
operation was soaewhat different froa the other 
counters, and aore coaplex, so a separate section is 
devoted to thei. A dlagraa is shown in Fig. 6. 

Each neotron counter was a cylinder of 
scintillator 6 in. long and 8 in. in diaaeter. They 
were viewed by Aaperex XP10M0 photoiultiplier tubes, 
which are 5 in. in diaaeter. The light quides froa 
scintillator to phototube were truncated lucite cones. 
The face toward the liquid hydrogen target was covered 
by a 10-in. square veto counter (V). Each veto 
counter was viewed through a twisted lucite light guide 
by either an BCa 8575 or an BCA 6810 photoaultiplier 
tube, since liaited nuabers of each were available. 

The design of the neutron counters and their 
associated electronics has been described in detail by 
Bisser". The experiment required not only detection 
of neutrons but also accurate tiling information. A 
neutron is detected ty locking for the light produced 
in the scintillator by a recoil proton. The energy 
deposited in the scintillator ty the crctcn defends on 
the energy it receives froa the neutron, and on the 
distance it can travel before leaving the scintillator. 
These factors were exasined by the net hod of Kurz by a 
coaputer prograa called TOTEFF," which uses aeasured 
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cross-sections Cor neutrons on carton and hydrogen, 
plus the geoietry cf the scintillate! and threshold 
information for the photcaultiplier tube and its 
electronics tc calculate the average detection 
efficiency of the neutron counter as a function of 
neutron energy. The results for the conditions of this 
experiment are shown in Fig. 7. 

the energy threshold depended on the tube voltage. 
The correct voltage tc produce the threshold used by 
TOTEFF was determined by locking at the pulse height 
spectrua given in detecting electrons produced in the 
scintillator by the 2.62 Hev gamma rays from a Th"» 
source. The tube efficiency tended to change Kith 
tiae. Bhen it was properly set by looking at the pulse 
height spectrum froa a In*** source which could be 
placed next to the counter, the counter was exposed to 
another Th"" source vhich was pneumatically driven 
froi inside a lead shield on the floor of the 
experimental area and about ten feet from the neutron 
counters. The counting rate was recorded. Thereafter, 
the threshold could be set by adjusting the tube 
voltage to reproduce this counting rate, without 
exaaining the pulse height spectrui. This adjustment 
was noraally done once a day, which was adequate to 
eliminate significant fluctuations in the neutron 
counter efficiency. 

Accurate timing information reguired that the 
timing be determined by some process which was 
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independent of the amplitude of the pulse qiven by the 
photoaultiplier tube, since this amplitude varies 
widely due to statistical fluctuations in the number of 
photons detected and changes in the energy depcsited in 
the scinvillatcr by the particles detected, fc provide 
a signal with tetter tiling than a siiple discriminator 
would give, the following Scheie was used. The signal 
froa the last dynode of the phototube triggered a high-
threshold discriminator, which produced a 60-ns 
negative "pedestal" with a level just belcw the 
threshold of a secccd discriminator. Another signal 
was foraed by delaying the signal froa the anode and 
passively adding it to an attenuated signal from the 
dynode. The result was a bipolar pulse which started 
positive and then went negative with a steep slope. 
This was added tc the "pedestal", and the sue was a 
signal which crossed the threshold of the tilling 
discriminator with a steep slope, at a tiee which was 
aliost independent cf the eventual size of the original 
pulse. 

The tiling uncertainty using this »ethod was 
±1.0 ns. 
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F. the Stack Chambers and Cptj,cs 

The spack chaabet systea, vith its associated 

electronics and airrcr saze foi optical vieninq, was 

built foe a pcevicu: eiperiaent, and Mas not changed. 

A detailed description can be found in the published 

results of that eiperiaentzo, and in published 

descriptions of the spark chamber pulsed hiqh voltage 

supplies*'. 

The five chaahers foraed a cube surroundinq the 

liquid hydrogen target. fts described previously, the 

front face of the cube Has open tc adiit the reaa and 

partially closed by the gaiaa detectors of lead and 

scintillator. 

Each chaaber vas assembled in Modular fora. The 

first aodule in each chaaber was constructed vith five 

48-all aluainua plates, in which the probability of 

photon conversion Has Ion. Tracks occurinq in tf.e 

first aodtile vera generally assuaed to ccae froa 

charged partieles. The rest cf each chaaber consisted 

of aodules with lea* plates. Each lead plate Has 32 

ails thick and laainated tetveen two plates cf 16-ail 

aluainua for strength. Each lead-plate aodule uas made 

of sii lead plates, followed by cne aluainua plate to 

lie against the lead plate of the next aodule. The 

aodules uere constructed with optically clear Lucite 

fraaes and spacers. The qap spacing Has 5/16 in. Each 

lead aodule had 0.915 radiation lengths of lead and a 
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total thickness of 2.3 in. The thinness of each lead 
plate increased the detection efficiency for Ion-energy 
photons. 

The side chaabers aeasured U8 ry 60 in., and 
contained seven lead aodules plus the aluiinut ncdule. 
The back (dcvnstreai) chaiber (as 78 fay 76 in. and 
contained eight lead nodules pins the alusinua aodule. 
The dounstreaa chatter was electrically tvo differeni 
chaabers, one 36 and the other 42 inches wide. A 
Lucite bar, one inch vide, separated the two parts. 
The position of the bar vas staggered frca aodule to 
aodule so that adjacent acdules did net have adjacent 
dead areas. 

Tvo orthogonal vievs of each chaaber vere 
photographed on a single fraae cf 35-aa fila by a 
Flight Research caaera. The data tcx and the Nixie 
lights to display the fraae nuaber vere also 
photographed on the saae fraae. Fig. 8 shews the 
arrangement of the five spark chaabers in space and on 
the fila. 
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Fig. 8. The arrangement of spark chambers in space (top) and 
the arrangement of Bpnrk chambor view on film (bottom). 
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The electronic logic Mas designed tc detect the 

fallowing condition: an iocooing teas particle, with no 

other bean particle neat it iD tine, interacts with a 

target proton to produce a final state with nc charged 

particles (a "neutral final state"). one of the 

particles, not travelling at the spaed of light, is 

detected by a neutccn counter. If this happens, the 

following events take place. High voltage is applied 

to fire the spark chanters. Switches are set tc enable 

lights on the data hoi, encoding inforsation about the 

identity of each counter which detected a particle, and 

the tiae of fliqbt of the particle detected by the 

neutron counter. Fiducial laips are lighted on the 

spark chanbers. The data box is triggered, and all the 

previously enabled laips ace lit. The caiera records 

the chambers and the data toe. Finally, an BO as dead 

tiae is started, during which the fill is advanced in 

the caiera and the spark chaster high voltage capacitor 

banks are recharged. Half-way through the dead time, 

the data bos light switches and the tiae-cf-flight 

logic are reset. Hben the dead tiae ends, the whole 

systeo is ready to detect another evert. 

The logic is diagraaiaed in ?ig. 9. An incoming 

pion produces a triple coincidence H| H1H3 at the EERH 

coincidence unit (B). It say alsc trigger any of the 

beas bodoscope counters, which ace net required in the 
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logic, but are recorded on the data roi. Tiling is 

arranged so that Kt , the tost stable signal, is the 

last to arrive at EiAN, and determines the BFAK tiiiinq. 

The H| signal also generates a dead-tiise signal 

(DT), which can veto the EEAI» signal at ths next 

coincidence unit, PCHITCB (H). CT has two parts, 

generated by D T and DT*. DT« arrives at MONITOR 52 ns 

earlier than the beat signal, and has a duration of SO 

ns. DT 2 arrives 2 ns later than the start of EEAN, and 

lasts for soie 600 cs. Each EIAH signal then arrives 

at MONITOR along with a DT signal which vetos all other 

BEAM signals arrivirg close in tiie, tut not within a 

window of <t ns. One particle alcne will te unaft? ' ;•£, 

but if two arrive close in tiie, tut lore than abcut 2 

ns apart, each vetos the signal cf the ether, and 

neither is registered as a nCNITCH. This arrangement 

prevented the jailing cf electronics at the normally 

high beat/ rates, and reduced the probability that a 

track fro* one particle wculd be present in the spark 

chambers along with the photon tracks frcn another. It 

also helped tc prevent accidental triggers, ir which a 

veto counter detected one teai particle, but had not 

recovered sensitivity rapidly enough to detect a 

second. 

An output signal case troa BCFITCF for each single 

beaa particle detected. This signal went to the 

coincidence unit GO, where the target vetc counters 

were in anticoincidence. A GC output pulse signaled a 
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"neutral final state*—a reaction in which a beat 
particle, suitably separated in tile froa all others, 
enteced the tarqet region and no charged rarticles 
eaerged. 

Soae data were taken for which only a neutral 
final state signal was required. Usually, however, 
there was a further requirement cf a signal frca one 
(or aora) of the SO neutron counters, which have been 
described in section E. The outputs froa all twenty 
were fanned together at the unit SS, and the neutron 
coincidence unit (NC) detected coincidences between SN 
and SO,, It accepted SH pulses with a wide distribution 
of tiaes. The "proipt peak" contained a large nuaber 
of events with th« tiaing cf particles travelling at 
the speed of light froa the interaction in the target 
to the neutrcn counter. The GC pulse arriving at NC 
was 120 ns aide, tiaed to accept pulses frcn -30 to +90 
ns, relative to the proapt peak. In order to reduce 
the picture-taking rate, a short pulse called the 
pcoapt-peak killer IfPK) was also generated froa a GC 
and SN coincidence, hut with tiaing determined by GO. 
The PPK signal was used to veto at NC all events in the 
prcapt peak. 

As will be seer in Table IV, soae data were taken 
without the PPK veto CPP1S CDTM) , as a possible check 
to be used in future analysis. Peaoving the veto 
increased the picture-taking rate ty a factor of four 
or five, but it added enly pictures with the wrong 
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neutron-counter tifing. The net result was a decrease 
in useful data and scanninq efficiency. 

The decision tc accept an event and tire the spark 
chaabers was logically equivalent tc an outcut pulse 
froa HC. In order to determine the neutron counter 
tiling, two aore lcqic units were used. NC output was 
standardized by a discriainatar N, and clipped to 
obtain a pulse of definite duration, well-fixed in tiae 
with respect tc the original neutron counter pulse. 
And a signal called FIBE required a coincidence of H\, 

Hj_, B_,, and N, with A in arti-ccincldence. FIFE tiaing 
was determined by S, . Cnc output froa FIFE and one 
froa N were fed to a tiae-to-aiplitude converter (TAC) . 
The asplitude of the TAC output was aeasured by an 
analog-digital converter (ICC)", which used a 
successive binary approximation sethcd to aeasuce and 
digitize the input pulse height. The ADC output was a 
channel nuaber frci 0 to 1095, which was displayed in 
12 lights on the data box. The AEC has essentially 
equal channel widths froi channel KO to 1000. It 
accepts input pulses less than 1 /us. long and produces 
its output in less than 25 ps. This combination of TAC 
and ADC gave a resolution of six counts = 1 ns, 
although uncertainties in the rest of the neutron 
counter systei were larger. 

FIRE output was also the signal tc trigger the 
chasbers, the data box lasps. the chaaber fiducials, 
the caiera, and the dead tiae, as described abcve. 
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E. The Cata Bos 

The data boa Has an array of 96 Xenon flash lamps 

ifhich Here enabled by loqic siqnals from any desired 

source, ar.l tcigqered by the FIEE signal. It Has 

designed to te scanned by the automatic scanning 

systaD, Hhich also scanned the filn ici spark images. 

Laips Here set to display the frase number, the neutrcn 

tiae-of-fliqht, and the identity cf each beam hodascope 

counter, neutron counter, and qaena counter uhich was 

trigqered. other da'ca could be set by an array of 

aanual switches, tut this Has net fcund to be useful. 

As a check, one liqht was controlled by the data box 

logic, and Has set to require that an even number of 

lights be lit. 
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III. Pata Reduction and Analysis 

*• Eata Collection 

Data collection for the expedient took place at 
the Bevatron of the Lawrence Fadiation laboratory in 
Berkeley, from February 19, 1969, tc Karch 21, 1969. 
Set-up and tuning tiae was approximately three scnths. 
flpch of the development and setup bad been done for 
previous experiments* 

Six different tea* momenta were used: flfO, 930, 
980, 1030, 1080, and 1130 Rev/c, with approximately 
equal numbers cf incident beam particles at each. tn 
each case, the trigger requirement was a neutral final 
state plus a count in one (ot more) of the neutron 
counters (the "tiOBBSl" triqger). In addition, the sane 
aaount of film as fcr each actentum was taken in a 
seventh condition (the "UPS" trigger), with a beam 
aoeentum of 1030 MeV/c and requiring a neutral final 
state but not the neutron counter. 
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Table II. Eictures Taken. 

Total 
Energy 
(HeV) 

Beaa 
Hoaentun 
(HeV/c) 

Trigger Incident 
Farticles 

Neutral 
Final 

States 

Pictur' 
Taken 

1604 aao NBA 2.008x 10» 11.1)3x10* 37120 

1632 930 NEH 1.952 12. 57 D2786 

1661 980 BEN 1.982 16.93 60559 

1638 1030 SBB 1.939 16.7C 6385e 

1716 1080 NFR 2.237 16.119 65776 

17U3 1130 BBK 1.997 11.15 U6891 

1688 1030 NFS 2.776x10* 23919 23919 
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B. Scanning 

The fils nas scanned by the IB1 Group A Scanning 
and Measuring staff. The scanners searched in the two 
views of each chaaber to find latching arrays which 
could be interpreted as the two views of a shower. 
They recorded the tctal nuaher of photons detected as 
showers or as counts in the gaaaa counters. They also 
recorded the locaticn in each view cf the position of 
the first spark of each shower, aeasured on a coarse 
grid corresponding tc a spatial rescluticn of about 2 
in. by 3 in. 

There are aacy uncertainties in the scanning 
process. The shape of a shower in the chaabers depends 
on the kineaatic details of the pair-prcduction, 
brehasstrahlung, and scattering processes which produce 
and absorb charged particles. In the ideal case, a 
shower appears in tie chaaber as a ccne of sparks, with 
the vertex at the conversion point of the original 
photon, &ad eipanding laterally as it goes deeper into 
the chaaber. However, there are several effects which 
can alter this shape to the pcint where the sparks, if 
there are any, can't be identified as resulting froa a 
photon. Especially in the case cf pbctons with energy 
less than about 50 Rev, the electrons and positrons 
froa the pair-production and brehasstrahlung Bay stop 
in the chaaber aaterial befcre they pass through aany 
plates and gaps. The result is a shcwer with less than 
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three sparks, uhlch can't be courted because of the 
confusion with sprricus sparking in the chasters. In 
the >.ase ot photcns with hiqher enerqy, the 
brehasstrahlung phctons aay go several inches before 
reconverting. The result appears to be a separate low-
energy shower. In any case, spurious sparks can be 
produced by processes not associated with a photon, and 
be counted as shewers. Hhen there is aore than one 
shower in one chaiber, one aay overlap another in one 
or both views, atd the scanner lost sort thee out by 
Batching each spark in one view with its sate in the 
other. This is a tiae-consuaing and frustrating 
process, and oca which invites error. 

Besides the probleas caused by the difficult 
decisions that the scanners had tc Bake, there was the 
possibility of an outright blunder. A scanner could 
aiss a shower ccapletely, or Bake a aistake in 
recording the grid coordinates or even the chaaber 
nuaber. In order tc estiaate statistically the effect 
of scanner error, a saaple of about 9000 Erases was 
scanned three tiaes by three different scanners. Their 
results were ccipared fraae-by-fraie, and in case of 
disagreeaes*; the fraae was scanned by a physicist, who 
decided the "truth" for the fraie. Truth in this case 
was deterained by well-defined scanning instructions, 
in which each shower was essoined separately and 
without reference to the other shewers or to the 
apparent geoaetry of the event. (ilacst all of the 
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detected reactions produced an even nuaber of photons, 
but scanning with this intonation in lind would have 
produced biases. The scanner cculd include a •arginal 
shower if it aade an even nuatcr, or reject it if not, 
and if the final total was an odd nuaber, he would 
perhaps take another look. Fcr this reason, the 
scanning criteria could not involve the event 
gecaetry.) 

This conflict-scan process gave a saaple cf 2^,000 
scans, together with a result for each scan that should 
have been reached by the scanner. In the case of two-
shower events, which is the only saaple used In the 
analysis for this thesis, the probability was 93.9)1 
that the scarner would correctly identify the event. 
In addition, there was a certain probability that a 
scanner would lis-label as a two-shower event an event 
which in truth had Eoae different nuiber of showers. 
This added to the recorded nuaber of two-shower events 
a nuaber equal to 9.01 of the true nuaber. The extra 
events could be rejected with high efficiency by 
kineaatic analysis, but the unidentified two-shower 
events were lost, and a correction factor was used to 
account for then. 
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C - Measuring 

The scan results, including the approximate 
locations of the showers, were keypunched onto IBH 
cards. These Here fed to the Spark Chaster Analysis 
library Prograa (SCALE)*». which recorded thea in 
packed foraat in a "aasterlist" on aagnetic tape. The 
fill was scanned by the IBL SASS aachine24, a precision 
cathoda-ray tube and photciultiplier systen driven by a 
Honeywell DDB-2U cciputer, cert rolled by proqraa 
FLICKEBS.es 

FLICKERS first scanned the area cf the filn in 
which the data box appears, and decoded the spots it 
found as lights on the data box. It then scanned the 
area where the chambers appear, and recorded the 
positions of all spcts it found, supposing that these 
were the iiages cf the chaster sparks. FLICKERS was 
designed to ask for operator intervention if it finds 
something obviously wrong, like a parity error on the 
data box or aissing fiducial lights, tut it dees not do 
sophisticated error checking. 

The FlICKEBS output tape, with its information 
about the lecatien of sparks, was fed to the CDC 6600 
computer systew, running prcgraw tHABWA-HANDSCAH". 
DHARHA-HANDSCAN read the SCAIP aasterlist for an event 
to find the approxiiate lecatien of each shower, as 
recorded by the scanner. It then processed the 
FLICKERS tape intonation for the sane event, looking 

http://FLICKEBS.es
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for sparks corresponding to shelters in the qivec 
positions. If DHftBRA-HSHDSCSK found sparks that it 
could call a shower, it recorded on an output tape the 
position of the first spark and the direction of that 
shower. 

The ultiiate goal was to have a prograa (DH&BHi) 
which would analyze FLICKEES output inforaaticn and 
reconstruct the shewer positiots and directions without 
guidance froi the scanners. However, this has proved 
to be a very difficult protlew, due to the great 
variations in the appearance of showers in the 
chambers, to the presence of spurious sparks which Bust 
not be identified as showers, tc air spaces which 
separate shower segments in real space, and to the 
problems of Batching two views, in which overlapping cf 
different showers way occur. EHtBHA was not used in 
obtaining the results presented in this thesis. 
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D. Kineaa^jc Unajjsjs 

The aeasureaent inforaaticn feci DH»H«fl-HAHDSCAN 
was fed to SPSOE2', an adaptation foe spark-chanber 
physics of S1CDX**, a kineiatic analysis prograa. 
SIOOX does kioeaatic fits of the leasured particle 
energies and directions to predetermined hypotheses as 
to the nuabec and identities cf the interacting 
particles. It requires energy-acientua conservation 
and assuaes that the aeasured quantities have gaussian 
errors. 

The result of a fit is the energy-aoaentua vector, 
with errors and correlations, fcr each particle in the 
hypothesis, plus X* values that indicate how nuch the 
data had to be changed in crder tc reach a physical 
soluticn. 

The aost difficult prctlea in interpreting the 
results of these fits is in deciding the biases that 
are introduced, and trying tc eliainate cr correct 
thea. For this thesis, fits were done tc the 
hypothesis 

TC - p - » n !f IT 
Por the final distributions, all cf the experimental 
information was used, and the qcnaa-gaaaa Bass was 
constrained to be that of the eta. Fcr evaluation of 
background and resolution, cne or aore quantities, such 
as the gamaa-gaaaa lass cr the neutron tise-of-flight, 
were left unconstrained. The difference between the 
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value of a quantity, calculated fccc a leasureient, and 
the value calculated by SICOI without using that 
particular aeasuceient, gave a good indication of the 
reliability of the fit. 



E • The Honte-Carlc Calculation 
1. General Considerations 

\ Monte-Carlo program was written for the L.B.I. 
computers, to analyze the effects of gecietry and 
kinematics on the detection efficiency for various 
reactions. The ficgcam generates large numbers of 
events of any topolcgy Kith any desired production and 
decay distribution for each particle, and examines the 
behavior of the resnltinq neutron and photons. Cats 
and weighting factors can te applied to siiulate the 
effects of experimental apparatus, and the result is an 
output tape similar to the tape produced by DHABHH, but 
with the "truth" for each event as oell as the measured 
quantities. There is alsc provision 'or histogramming 
in the program, to avoid the complication and delay of 
tape handling. In the earl; stages of the analysis, 
the Fionte-Carla output was used for evaluating the 
performance of SESUE, and adjusting some of the SPSUE 
parameters. Its USE for this thesis is tc provide an 
estimate of the cverall detection efficiercy as a 
function of production cosine, which is used as a 
factor to correct the observed distribution of detected 
events and give the distribution of events actually 
produced in the target. The rest of this section is a 
description of some of the parts of the Bcrte-Carlo 
calculation. 
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2. Event Generation 
Events were generated ty ay adaptation of SAGE 

II", a subroutine package for generation cf Nonte-
Carlo events tilth any number cf produced particles, and 
distributions corresponding tc phase-space or a part of 
it, to a Breit-iigner fornula, to a "peripheral phase-
space" distribution, or to a ccnbination of thei. The 
events could be further weighted tc give any desired 
cross-section, although this is inefficient if the 
additional weights differ greatly froi a constant. 

For each event, the package produced the lonentu* 
four-vectors of each particle, in the laboratory and 
center-of-iass systeas. The final neutron and photon 
laboratory vectors were then used in subsequent 
calculations. 
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3« Neutron-Lead Scattering 

The scattering of the neutron in the naterial ot 
the spark chapters, through which it had to pass before 
reaching thfi zeutrcn counters, was estisated using 
total cross-secticcs of lindenbau«'°. The angular 
distribution for non-elastic scatters was assumed 
isotropic for angles less than 30°, zero beyond. 
Besults were not sensitive to this shape, since the 
reduced neutron velocity and increased path fron 
hydrogen target to neutron counter caused SIOOX to 
reject the event in any case. The angular distribution 
for elastic scatter was calculated using the 
diffraction peak it a black disk approximation31. The 
total effect was evaluated as Fart of the Honte-Carlo 
calculation. In each generated event, the neutron path 
was generated froo the hydrogen target, thrcugh the 
chaabers, and to the final hit cr liss of a neutron 
counter. Multiple scattering was allowed, siiply by 
repeating the scattering calculation starting at each 
new scattering point, until the neutron either stopped 
or escaped the chapters. 
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1. Heutron Counter Efficiency 
The probability that a neutrcn counter would 

detect a neutron nhich hit it Has calcalated as 
described in Section II E, and expressed as a fanction 
of neutron kinetic energy, shcun in Fig. 6. It is 
approximately 213 at high energies, but rires higher at 
energies beloa IOC ReV. It falls again at energies 
belou 18 HeV, but these energies are kineaatically 
iapossible in the eta-producticn reaction, at our 
experimental bean ncnenta. 
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5. JE§j:k_C]^m fce r_ J f_f_ic ie ncj 

For each phctcr enterinq the saterial ct the spark 
chambers, the cross-section fcr conversion on aluminum 
and lead Has found, and used tc generate a distance 
traversed in saterial before the shoaer started in the 
chamber. A "mathematical shouer" Has generated, Hith 
properties based en the tehavicr cf experimentally 
observed showers caused by photens of the saoe energy. 
The mathematical shouer consisted cf regions where 
charged particles Mere present, and uculd Bake sparks 
in a chamber, and regions uhere they Here not. This 
Has then compared tr the spark chanter construction, 
starting at the ccnversion point and continuing along 
the direction of the shouer. In the reqions of active 
chaaber, sparks Here "seen". In the other reqiens, 
where the shouer had no charqed particles or the 
chamber had a dead area, no sparks Here allotted. The 
final result aas a good estimate not only of the 
visibility of the shower, but of the nuuber of sparks. 
It alloued an estimate of the effect of cuts on the 
nuober of sparks in the esperisental events. 
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6. Sioux Efficiency 

If measured values differ in a gaussian way frcw 
the true values, and if the resolution of the 
experimental apparatus is understood, and if the 
positions and properties of the experinental equipment 
are carefully leasuied, then the fraction of events 
rejected by any cut in X* cr ccnfidence level is 
calculable and, hopefully, small. The confidence level 
distribution is ideally flat, and usually rises below 
the IX level, due tc poorly measured events. 

However, in this experiment, many quantities had 
measurement errors which were obviously not qaussian. 
For instance, the neutron direction is Itncwn to point 
toward the neutrct counter, but any position on the 
counter is equally likely. (In SFSUE, the 
approximation was lade that the measured direction was 
the counter center, and the uncertainty was an 8.U.S. 
approximation to the counter radius.) The photon 
energy was measured by countinq the number of sparks 
seen, and multiplying by an obliquity factcr and an 
average energy-per-spark, but the uncertainty in this 
measurement is somewhere near a factor of 2.0. (To 
bend this measurement into scmetbing that could be 
approximated as gaussianly distributed, the logarithm 
of the energy was taken as the basic measured 
quantity.) To evaluate the effect on real data of the 
fits by SPSClt, data generated ty the Hocte-Carlc 
program were analyzed also. The resulting SPSUE 
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"detection efficiency" Has treated as one sore 

correction factor tc he applied tc the data. 
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F. Background Subtraction 

In general, the aultiFle constraints infosed by 
SPSUE were sufficient to eliiinate totally any 
background events, Hcwevor, one class of spurious 
events can pass even the strict SESOI criteria. It is 
possible that following a good eta ^reduction event, in 
which a slow neutron is produce*1 and both the neutron 
and the eta go forward in the labcratory reference 
fraae, the neutrcn counter is triggered well before the 
neutron should arrive, by charged particles prcduced by 
one of the photons. This effect becomes visible if a 
SPSUE fit is done, without using the aeasured tiae-of-
flight inforaatioc. In this case, the fit to an event 
gives a prediction of what the tiae-cf-flight should 
be, and comparing with the teasnred tiaes shows a 
relatively large nuiber of events of the above class, 
with long predicted tines and short leasured tiaes. It 
is very difficult tc aeasure, because of the saall 
nuabsr of events, but there wust alsc eiist a saaller 
background of good events with a spurious neutron 
counter trigger which coaes near the correct tine, in 
an event which would not otherwise cause a neutron 
counter trigger. Obviously, these events cannot be 
rejected by SESDE on kineaatic grounds. The only 
aethod of estieating this background is to aake a plot 
of the aeasured tiae-of-tlight against the tiae-of-
flight predicted fron all the rest of the kineaatic 
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information, and to extrapolate this distribution from 
the region of unequal times tc get an estimate of the 
background in the region where the (spurious) measured 
time-of-flight is equal to the ti»e-cf-flight required 
by the event kineiatics. Ihe uncertainty on this 
estimate is large, but fortunately the subtraction is 
small. The only region which is affected corresponds 
to a large range in neutron tise-of-flight, but to a 
production cosine ctly frcm 0.9 tc 1.0. 
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•»• Differential Cress-Section 

Ihe analysis was done in two parallel operations, 
as described above. The kineiatic analysis of the real 
data, done primarily with the prograa SESOE, produced a 
nuaber of events, for which all the leasured 
information fit the eta-proouction hypothesis, and 
which are binned according to the production cosine 
calculated frci tfce fit. This distribution cf 
production cosines, containing between 300 and 900 
events at each aosettua, was aodified enly by a snail 
background subtraction. 

In an independent coaputer jcb, a large nnabec of 
Monte-Carlo events with a flat angular distribution was 
generated and used to deteraine the tin-by-bin 
probability that an event produced in the target would 
be detected as a two-shower event, and that the 
resulting measured event would be identified by SPSOE 
as fitting the saae event hypothesis. (A second 
question, of course, is whether SBSOE would give the 
correct production cosine. Analysis by SESOE cf Nonte-
Carlo events, for which the "truth" was known, showed 
that the resolution in production cosine was better 
than half the width cf the bins used, so this 
resolution was not vsed in later calculations.) 

For sorting the events into bins in production 
cosine, the width of the bins was decided soaewhat 
indirectly. The Hcnte-Carlo studies showed that for 
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production angles in the tacknard hemisphere, Hhich 
sent fast neutrons toward cne of the siall-angle 
counters, each neutron counter covered a different 
range of production cosine, nith little cr no overlap. 
In this range, a natural binning scheie of one bin for 
each neutron ccuntei Has used, despite the difference 
in bin width. On the ether hand, events with 
scattering angles in the fcrward hemisphere tended 
mainly to send neutrons at large angles ir the lab 
system. Each ccuntet in the lab ccvered a relatively 
large range in the cm. system, and the counter that 
Has hit depended on the location of the interaction 
along the 8-in. length of the target as Hell as on the 
C.H. production angle. In the forward hemisphere, 
therefore, ten egnal bins Here taken in production 
cosine. 

The total nuiter of eta events in each bin, 
produced but net necessarily detected by the 
experimental apparatus. Has found by comparing the 
Honte-Carlo events nith the real data, using the 
proportionality 

DATA (detected) HC [detected) 
DATA (total) = HC (total) 

where, for each bin, 
DATA (detected) is the number of real events seen, 
DATA (total) is the total number of real events, 
HC (detected) is Monte-Carlo events seen, 

and HC (total) is total Honte-Carlo events. 
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since the events Here generated isotrcpically, 

MC (total) is siaply the fractional size cf the bin 
tiaes the total nuiber of Monte-Carlo events generated 
in the entire range froa -1 tc 1. 

MC (total) = HC x (DC/i.) 
where HC is the tctal natter of Bonte-Carlo events, 
and DC is the range of cosines covered by the bin. 
(DC is not well defined, since the range covered by 
each neutron counter depends on several kineaatic 
factors. It cancels out in the neit calculation, so 
this is not a rroblea.) 

The differential cross-section is given by 
<jj- _ DATA (tctal) _A_ J 
JjL I pNd ~2trDC~ 

where DATA (total) = number of events produced 
in the cosine range DC, 

I = total effective incident pion flux, 
d = length of the liquid hydrogen target (20 ca) , 
A = atoiic weight of hydrogen (1.01 g/g-atoa), 
£ = density cf liquid hydrogen (0.0708 g/caS) , 

and N = Avogadro's nuater 
(0.6024 x 10** atoas/g-atoa). 

Finally, the differential cross-section in each 
bin is 

<io- DATAJdetected) MC _A 
55. " ~MC (detected! ' <W ^Kd 

The nuabers used in determining the total 
effective incident pion flux are given in Table III. 
Vaiious correction factors were necessary because of 
experinental and analytic effects not contained in the 
above foraula. They are described in the following 
section and in Table IV. The final values for 
differential cross-section are given in Table V. 
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H. Corrections 

1. Corrections to incident flni 
PnanalTzed Eictnres 

Soae of the pictures taken Here lost or unusable, 
and soae of the two-shower events which Here found in 
scanning were net analyzed, due tc coiputei rrobleas. 
Both these effects lean that the nunber of incident 
pions which produced the events tihich were analyzed was 
saallec than the total nuaber which were counted by the 
experiaantal electronics. The factors fcr each 
separate energy and trigger condition are found in 
Tables in., 

B^aa cpntaajna^jen 

The incident beaa particles were not all pions. 
Noons and electrons could also pass down the beaa 
channel and were counted, but would not react to 
produce a trigger. The beaa coaposition was shown in 
Table I. The pion flux is the aeasured beaa flux tiaes 
this factor. 
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Extraneous.Interactions of the Eeai In the Target 

As the pion teas passed through the liquid 
hydrogen target, soie of the ticns interacted to 
produce final states other than the cues cf interest. 
The cross-section fcr all such pion-prcton interactions 
is about 50 ah. a pion that interacted «as nc lcnger 
available to produce an eta, so the effective rion flux 
vas saaller than the leasnted fluj. The fraction 
scattered over the whole length of the target is 
(5/1) = (a-^Nd/A) , ahere S is the nuiher of scattered 
picns, <r is the ir~f total cress-section, and the other 
syibols are defined above. This is 7.01. The average 
fraction scattered before reaching any point Has half 
of this, or 0.035, and the total effective flux Bust 
include a factcc of (1. - 0.035) = 0.965. 
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Table I l i a . Ef fec t ive Flux C s l c a l a t i c n for 880 BeV/c 

Target 
"PFK" 

Beaa P a r t i c l e s (HONITOE) 
Neutral F ina l States (GO) 
Pic tures Taken 

P ic tures scanned 
Two-Shower Events Seen 
Two-Shower Events Analyzed 

Correct ions to Incident Flax 
for p i c t u r e s not scanned 
for two-shower events 

not analyzed 
for beat contamination 
for extranecus bean 

i n t e r a c t i o n s 

Total B f f e c t i v e Beat Flux 

(Treating PEK In and Cut 
toge ther ) 

Fall 
IB 

Fifty 
IN 

Full 
OUT 

2.008 
11.43 
2712C 

0.500 
0.4048 

1279 
0.206 
1.166 
14561 

X 
X 

10« 
10* 

37106 
15392 
14610 

1279 
461 
«3e 

H5E8 
4124 
3653 

.9996 

.949 
1.0 
.950 

.5698 

.BR58 
0.7C 
C.96E 

0.70 
C.965 

0.70 
0.=65 

1.287 0.321 0,073 X 10* 
1.360 0.321 X 10» 

Eta Events Found by SPSUE 856 11 
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Table Illb. Effective Flui Calculaticn for 930 BeV/c 

Target 
"PPK" 
Beaa Particles (HCNI1CE) 
neutral Final States (GO) 
Pictures Taken 
Pictures Scanned 
Twc-shover Events Seen 
Tvc-Shover Events Analyzed 
Corrections to Incident Flux 

for pictures not scanned 
for two-sho»er events 

not analyzed 
for beaa contaainaticn 
for extraneous fcsaa 

interactions 
Total Effective Bear Flux 1.279 0.237 x 10« 

Bull 
IN 

Eijty 
IK 

Pull 
001 

1.952 
12.57 
12766 

0.500 
0.1138 

1319 
0.111 X 10* 
0.929 x 10* 
12121 

10960 
16016 
17538 

907 
119 
119 

0 
0 
0 

.957 

.972 
.672 

1.0 
0.73 
C.965 

0.73 
0.965 

Eta Events Found fcy SPS0E 602 5 
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fable IIIc. Effective Flux Calculaticn for 9E0 Nev/c 

Target 
"PER" 
Beai Farticles (HONITOB) 
Seutral Final States (GO) 
Pictures Taken 
Pictures Scanned 
mo-Shower Events Seen 
Two-Shouer Events analyzed 
Corrections to Incident Fluz 

for pictures not scanned 
for two-shoiier events 
not analyzed 

for beai contamination 
for extraneous Itam 

interactions 
Total Effective Beat Flux 

(Treating PER In and Cut 
together) 

Full 
IK 

Eipty 
IN 

Full 
001 

1.982 
16.93 
60559 

0.621 
0.6015 

2231 
0.145 
1.248 
18135 

z 
z 

10' 
10* 

56087 
25892 
24068 

1468 
727 
694 

2925 
1519 
1492 

.959 

.930 
.658 
.955 

.161 

.982 
0.89 
0.965 

0.E9 
0.965 

0.89 
0.965 

1.518 0.335 0.020 z 10* 
1.538 0.335 z 10» 

Eta Events Found by SPSUE 514 7 
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Table Hid. Effective Flui Calcnlaticn for 1030 HeV/c 

Target full 
"PER" IB 
Beaa Particles (HCBITOB) 
neutral Pinal States (GO) 
Pictures Taken 
Pictures scanned 
Tuo-Shouer Events Seen 
T»o-ShoHer Events analyzed 
Corrections to Incident Flua 

for pictures not scanned 
for tuo-sho«er events 

not analyzes 
for beas contaeiraticn 
for estranecas teas 

interactions 

Eerty Full 
IB OUT 

1.939 0.500 0. 183 It 10« 
16.70 0„«7l»<t 1.578 x 10« 
63858 1839 24382 
119290 
2 1 7 3 1 
2 0 4 6 ! 

1292 
521 
U51 

. 7 7 2 

.9152 
. 7 0 3 
. 8 6 6 

0 . 8 9 
0 . 9 6 5 

0 . 8 9 
0 . 9 6 5 

Total Effective Bean Plus 1.211 0.233 I 10» 
Eta Events Found by SPSOE 311 3 
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Table H i e . Effective Flua 

Target 
"PFK" 

Bean Particles (ECBITCD) 
Beutral Final States (GO) 
Pictures Taken 

Pictures Scanned 
Tao-shoHer Esents seen 
Too-Shooer EvaBts analyzed 

Corrections to Incident Plus 
for pictures not scannefl 
for tao-shoHer events 

not analyzed 
for beaa coataiainaticn 
for extraneous tsao 

interactions 

Total Effective Beao Flus 

alculaticn for 1080 Hev/c 

Full EBf ty Full 
IH IS CUT 

2.237 0.668 0. 1UB 
16. *9 0.6387 1.C80 
65776 2626 17229 

14712 18K7 0 
1993K 722 0 
i?«e7 707 0 

.680 .703 

.978 .979 

0.92 0.S2 
0.965 0.965 

1.321 0.U08 x 10* 

Eta Events Found by SPSOE U00 11 
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Table Illf. Effective Flux Calculaticn for 1130 HeV/c 

Target fall Upty Full 
"PFIC" IN IK COT 
Beaa Particles (HONIIOH) 1.997 0.519 0.213 x 10« 
Haatral Final States (GO) 11.25 0.H2U8 1.198 x 10* 
Eictores Taken «6891 1831 19596 
Pictures Scanned UU9S0 1U93 3481 
Tiio-Shoiier Events Seen 1E67C 55H 16U5 
Two-Shower Events Analyzed 17351 195 1316 
corrections to incident Plux 

for pictures not scanned .558 .815 .178 
fox two-shover events .929 .693 .8C0 
not analyzed 

for beaa contaiiaation C.93 0.93 0.93 
for extranecus tea* C.965 0.965 0.965 

interactions 
Total Effective Eeai Flux 1.595 0.339 0.C27 x 10* 

(Treating PPK In and Out 1.622 0.339 x 10» 
together) 

Eta Events Found by SPSOE »31 6 
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2. Target Eapty Subtraction 
sons of the events vhich passed all criteria for 

good eta events were in truth the result of 
interactions of the beaa vith the laterial of the 
target container, rather than vith the liquid hydrogen. 
Cata were taken vitb the liquid hydrogen drained froa 
the flask to leasure this effect. The rate of 
generation of good events with an eijty flask is 

Target Eapty Bate (TE) = Good Zvents/Incidert Flux 
The Target-Full Bate is calculated similarly: 

Target-Full Bate (TF) = Good Events/Incident Flux, 
but this rate counts events generated in toth the 
hydrogen and the flask. The rate ot generation of 
events in hydrcgen cnly (RC) is a siacle subtraction: 

HO = TF - TI. 
The correction factor to go froi a target-full 
aeasurement to a value for hydroqen only is 

HO/TF = (TF-TE)/1F = 1 . - TE/TF 
The uncertainty in this factor is doe aainly tc the 
statistical uncertainty in the siall nuaber of passing 
events with target eapty. 

For instance, at eSO HeV/c, vith target full 856 
good events resulted froa an effective incident flux of 
1.360 x 10« incident plons. Kith target eapty, eleven 
events resulted ftoi 0.321 x 10' incident pions. The 
relative rate is 

iiu/TT/q.321 x io») = 0.05a t 0.016 
(856/1.360 x lo») 
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The correction factcr to re applied tc the total cross-
section is 1. sinus this, cr C.9U6 t 0.016. 

The total nuiter of targct-eipty events was so 
saall—less than twelve for each energy—that no 
analysis could te done of the angular dependence. It 
is conceivable that rejection ty SESOE, as a function 
of angle, of events generated in the flask was 
different than fci events generated in the centec of 
the target. This effect was net analysed. 
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3. Miscellaneous Corrections to Cross-Section 

thoton Conversion 

Once an eta is produced and decays into two 
photons, each photon could possibly convert in the 
liquid hydrogen, aluiinui, Rylar, or scintillator of 
the target and its veto counters. The signal tiou the 
electrons passing through the veto-ccunters locked a 
charqed final state, and no event las recognized. I 
estiaate fro* the cross-section for photons en these 
•aterials, and feci the target gecuetry, that each 
photon had a 31 chance of vetoing the event in this 
vay. This leans that the cross-section Bust be 
corrected by a factor of (1./0.97)* = 1.063. 

Ittarnal Conversion 

Internal conversion, when one of the photons 
converts to an electron-pesitron pair in the original 
interaction, is usually considered part of the original 
n ->XY decay, rather than a separate decay sith a 
charged final state. According tc Dalit*' fcraula", 
the probability fcr this is 1.621 (fcr either photon, 
not for each separately), so a correction of 1./0.9838 
is needed in the cress-section. 
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Scanner Error 

As discussed is Fart E. of this Section, only 
93.91 of the eta events were correctly identified by 
the scanners, it factor of 1./C.939 is needed in the 
cross-section. This excludes the possibility that a 
scanner labeled as a two-shower event one which was 
really something else, becanse SESOE rejected these 
events with gocd reliability. 

Shower Feed-Up 

There was another possibility cf losing an event. 
The two showers froi an eta decay were soaetiaes 
accompanied by a third, left over frci a previous event 
or a beaa particle. with enough tiae, the clearing 
field applied to the chaabers swept out all the ions 
left by previous events, tut the sensitive tile of the 
chaabers was about 1 jis. The size of this effect was 
estiaated by analyzing a saaple of events with three 
showers, lookicg at each pair and trying to fit the 
event by a twe-shower hypothesis. at the beaa 
intensity at which car data were taken, the nuaber of 
three-shower events which fit the two-shower hypothesis 
shows that 161 of the two-shower events are Kissing due 
to this "feed-np" effect. This requires another factor 
of 1./0.84 = 1.19 in the cross-section. 
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Partial Cross-Section 

The final state detected for these calculations 
was a neatron and tvo photons, resalting frci reaction 
(1), repeated here: 

7T " ( -» <^n, (U 
and the decay (2): 

t^ - » * * ( 2 ) . 

To find cross-3ections for reaction (1), cne Bust 
divide the results given in this pacer bY t h e ratio of 
the decay (2) tc all eta decays3: 

B(n -> all decays) /t ( t̂ -* X$) = 2.63 
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Table IV. Correct ions t o Cross-Sect ion 

taraer-Bapty Subtraction 

Hoaentua 830 930 980 1030 1080 1130 HeV/c 

target Full 
Brents 956 602 514 311 4C0 431 
tions 1.360 1.279 1.538 1.211 1.321 1.622 x10« 

Target Bapty 
Events 11 5 7 3 11 6 
Eions 0.321 0.237 0.335 0.233 0.408 0.339 x10» 

Correction 
Factor 0.946 0.955 0.937 O.S" C.911 0.933 
Error t 0.016 0.020 0.024 0.026 0.027 0.027 

Miscellaneous Corrections 
for Photon Ccnversicn 1.063 
for Internal Conversion 1.016 
for scanner Error 1.065 
for "Feed-Op" to Three Showers 1.190 
for fill Eta Decay Hcdes 2.63 
Total Riscellaneous Corrections 3.602 
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lable va. Differential Cross-Secticn for 8?C SaV/c 

Cosina 
Banqe 

fitted 
Eta 
Events 

Backq'nd 
Events 

Rente-
Carlo 
Events 

Differential 
Cross-Section 

(flb/sr) 
-.95/-.90 91 76.5 216.6 t 22.7 
-.89/-.82 ei 79.2 186.0 t 20.7 
-.70/-.60 ee 75.9 211.1 t 22.5 
-.58/-.45 61 67.6 164.3 ± 21.0 
-.(I3/-.29 6C 66.0 160.7 t 20.7 
-.27/-.11 5C 86.2 105.6 t 14.9 
-.10/0. 32 42.35 137.6 t 24.3 
.0 /*.10 22 40.25 99.5 t 21.2 
• .10/*. 20 25 36.12 126.0 t 25.2 
•.20/*.30 31 37.93 148.8 ± 26.7 
• .30/*.40 31 34.36 164.3 t 29.5 
•.40/+.50 30 31.66 171.5 t 31.3 
•.50/*.60 30 35.94 152.0 t 27.8 
+.60/+.70 29 43.12 122.5 ± 22.7 
•.70/*.80 31 43.74 129.1 t 23.2 
•.80/+.90 44 2. .8 35.41 211.9 ± 34.9 
•.90/1.00 66 25. 47.26 127.1 t 70.8 

Besult 
1.360 x 10« 
Subtraction 

is based on 
pions, 

factor of 
a total effective 
and inclndes a 
0.946, and a 

beaa flux of 
Target-Eapty 
factor for 

The error ceflacts only statistical uncertainties. 
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Table Wb. Differential Cross-Section for 930 Hev/c 

Cosine 
Bange 

Fitted 
Eta 

Events 

Backg'nd 
Events 

Honte-
Carlc 
Events 

Differential 
Cross-Section 

(pb/sr) 
-.95/-.91 72 63.7 212.9 t 25.1 
-.90/-.83 79 52.0 286.2 t 32.2 
-.72/-.63 50 58.1 162.1 ± 22.9 
-.62/-.18 37 59.5 117.1 t 19.3 
-.47/-.34 " C 62.9 104.6 ± 17.7 
-.32/-.17 24 65.4 69.1 t 14.1 
-.15/*.01 3 z 7C.7 87.9 t 15.3 
-.02/*.10 27 45.73 111.2 ± 21.4 
•.10/*.20 19 34.50 103.7 t 23.8 
•.20/+.30 16 32.14 93.8 t 23.4 
+ .30/ + .40 17 26.40 121.3 t 29.4 
•.40/+.50 17 23.46 136.5 ± 33.1 
+.50/+.60 16 26.71 112.8 ± 28.2 
+.60/+.70 26 32.59 150.3 ± 29.5 
• .70/ + . 80 16 33.47 101.3 ± 23.9 
+.80/+.90 2C 10. 26.92 110.7 t 30.7 
• .90/1.00 «1 22.3 44.35 eg.2 t 50.4 

Result i s based on a total effective beam flax of 
1.279 s 10« fions, and includes a Target-Empty 
Subtraction factor of 0.955, and a factor for 
miscellaneous corrections of 3.602. 

The error reflects only s t a t i s t i c a l uncertainties. 
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Table Vc. Differential Cross-Sectica for 980 HeV/c 

cosine 
Range 

-.96/-.91 

-.90/-.B4 

-.74/-.65 

-.63/-.52 

-.51/-.39 

-.37/-.24 

-.22/-.08 

-,07/*„09 

.0 /•.10 

• .10/4-.20 

•.20/+.30 

•.30/+.40 

+.40/+.5O 

+ .50/+.60 

•.60/+.70 

+.70/+.80 

+.80/+.90 

• .90/1.00 

Besult is based on a total effective beaa flux of 
1.538 x 10* pious, and Includes a Target-Eapty 
Subtraction factor of 0.937, and a factor for 
niscellaneous correcticns of 3.602. 

The error reflects only statistical uncertainties. 

Fitted 
Eta 

Everts 

Backg'nd 
Events 

Honte-
Carlc 
Events 

Differential 
Cross-section 

(nb/sr) 

86 16.8 279.0 ± 29.7 
52 58.3 132.3 ± 18.4 
36 52.3 102.1 t 17.0 
26 58.« 66.1 ± 13.0 
25 €6.1 56.1 ± 11.2 
26 58. 1 66.4 t 13.0 
32 56.2 ei.5 t 14.9 
26 46.E 68.8 t 16.8 
26 30.23 127.6 t 25.0 
21 27.89 111.7 t 24.4 
15 30.74 72.4 t 18.7 
16 27.66 85.8 i 21.5 
11 21.94 65.4 t 19.7 
12 27.59 64.5 t 18.6 

13 32.11 60.1 t 16.7 
13 30.41 63.4 t 17. 6 
11 3.0 25.08 65.1 t 23.8 
32 18. 56.12 37.0 t 28,1 
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Table ?d. Differential Cress-Section for 1030 HeV/c 

Cosine 
Banqe 

Fitted 
Sta 

Events 

Backg*rd 
Events 

Hcnte-
Carlc 
Events 

Differential 
Cross-Section 

Oifc/sr) 
-.96/-.92 35 51,8 139.7 ± 23.6 
-.90/-.85 30 55.5 111.7 ± 20.4 
-.75/-.66 13 60.6 44. 3 t 12.3 

-.64/-. 58 11 (6.4 43.6 t 11.6 

-.53/-.«1 10 52.0 39.7 t 12.6 
-.39/-.27 10 59.0 35.0 t 11.1 
-.25/-.11 17 58. 1 60.5 t 14.7 
-.10/+.05 ie 40.0 134.4 t 26.3 
.0 /+.10 m 25.13 115.2 ± 30.8 

+ .10/+.20 17 30.05 116.9 t 28.4 

+.20/*.30 14 30.33 95.4 t 25.5 

+.30/+.40 6 26.32 62.8 t 22.2 

+ .40/+.50 13 22. 7S 117.9 t 32.7 

•.50/+.60 15 23.26 133.3 t 34.4 
+.60/+.7O 15 27.63 112.2 i 29.0 
+.70/+.80 14 32.90 88.0 t 23.5 

+.80/+.90 15 3.0 37.17 66.7 t 23.1 

+.90/1.00 17 20. 46.73 0.0 t 47.8 

Result is based on a total effective beai flux of 
1.211 x 10* pions, and includes a Target-Eapty 
Subtraction factor of 0.955, ana a factor for 
•iscellaneous corrections of 3.602. 

The error reflects only statistical uncertainties. 
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Table »e. Differential Cross-Section for 1080 BeV/c 

Cosine 
Panqe 

-.96/-. 92 
-.91/-. 86 
-.76/-. 67 
-.65/-. 56 
-.5<l/-. 43 
-.111/-. ,30 
-.28/-. 15 
-.13/0. 

.0 /+. ,10 
+ .10/+. .20 
+ .20/+, .30 
• .30/+. ,40 
+.40/+. .50 
+ .50/+. .60 
+ .60/+. .70 
+ .70/+, .80 
+ .80/+, .90 
+.90/1 .00 

Fitted Backg'nd Honte- Differential 
Eta Events Carlo Cross-Section 

Events Ivents (pb/sr) 

15 59.5 145.9 t 11.8 
15 61.9 41.1 t 11.4 

11 76.9 26.0 t 7.8 
10 57.7 31.5 +. 10.0 
16 52.9 61.9 1 14.6 
23 60.3 69.4 t 14.5 

22 68.25 58.7 t 12.5 
3 3 52.C5 115.5 t 20.1 
71 35.98 136,5 t 26.3 
2C 31.16 116.7 t 26.1 
:i 25.81 148.1 t 32.3 

31 ;5.12 224.6 t 40.3 

25 21.99 206.9 t 41.4 

31 28.94 194.9 t 35.0 

23 27.79 150.6 t 31.4 
26 24.84 190.5 t 37.4 
15 3.0 23.50 92.8 ± 32.1 
2S 21. 27.6C 52.7 + 77.8 

Besult is based on a total effective beai flux of 
1.321 x 10« pions, and includes a Target-E»pty 
Subtraction factor of 0.911, and a factor for 
•iscellaneous corrections of 3.602. 

The error reflects only statistical uncertainties. 
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Table Vf. Differential Cross-Section for 1130 He?/c 

Coeine fitted Backg'nd Honte- Differential 
Range Eta Events Carlo Cross-Section 

Events Hvents (ub/sc) 

-.96/-.92 1€ 15.6 51.3 t 12.8 

-.91/-.87 1C 51.2 27.0 t 8.5 

-.77/-.68 6 76.5 15.9 t 6.5 

-.66/-.58 11 53.3 39.1 ± 10.5 

-.56/-.U5 26 63.7 59.7 £ 11.7 

-.H3/-.33 21 61.8 56.8 ± 11.6 

-.31/-.19 33 52.85 91.1 t 15.9 

-.16/-.OH 3C 12.75 102.7 t 18.8 

.0 /*.10 30 27.23 161.1 ± 29.1 

•.10/*.20 31 30.SS 162.5 ± 27.9 

•.20/+.30 27 25.19 151.9 t 29.e 

• .30/+.10 31 27.15 166.9 ± 30.0 

+ .«0/*.50 35 31.83 160.8 t 27.2 

•.50/+.60 3C 33.57 130.6 t 23.9 

•.60/*.70 21 32.37 108.U ± 22. 1 

•.70/*.80 19 33.90 81.9 * 18.8 
*.80/+.90 2C 3.5 10.63 59.1 t 17.2 

•.90/1.00 13 20. 35.59 0.0 ± 30.5 

Result is based on a total effective bead flu: of 
1.622 s 10» fions, and includes a Target-Eapty 
Subtrac .ion factor of 0.933, and a factor "oi 
Biscellaneoas corrections of 3.602. 

The error reflects only statistical uncertainties. 
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1• Fits to SUBS of leqtndre Eclvncsials 

The neasured values of the differential cross-

section at each energy aere fit, in the sense of 

ainiQUE X z, by a SOD of Legendte polyccnials, using a 

short prograa" tunning on the IEH 360/91 at SL&c. 

Fits through Pj Here done. table SI shons the J.* 

values resulting froo the fit uith each order 

polynosial, and the siniena acceptable order is 

indicated. The results are displayed in Table VII and 

Figs. 10. Vull errcr oatrices for the fit uith fifth 

order are given in Table VIII. 

The lcaest necessary order is generally 

unambiguous. The leuest order giving a S = /F :,ess than 

1.5 is the saee as the order fcr utile' the confidence 

level first neats its asymptotic value, and 

coefficients of higher-order terns, in higher-order 

fits, are generally consistent uith zero. In all 

cases, higher coefficients are uithin tuc standard 

deviations of zero, and these errors aire cosputed only 

fros the statistical uncertainties involved. In this 

sense, the question of uhich crder tc use is sect. In 

By tables and graphs, I have included the values and 

uncertainties for the high-order coefficients ahlch are 

consistent Hith zerc, in order tc indicate an upper 

Unit. It is ay opinion that this is Bore useful than 

sinply giving zero as the value, aitb no indication of 

the uncertainty. 
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Table 11. Goodness of the Fits 

Chi-sqnared/Degrees of Freedoa 
(Confidence level) 

Order 
Baas 

Hoientui 
(HeV/c) 

c.n. 
Energy 
(Be?) 

880 1604 

930 1632 

580 1661 

1030 1688 

1080 1716 

1130 1743 

2.6C 2.19 1.27»« 1.37 1.31 1.20 
(.00) (.00) (.12) (.17) (.21) (.28) 
4.0e 3.69 1.17 C.88** 0.89 0.83 
(.0C) (.00) (.04) (.58) (.56) (.61) 
4.33 3.88 3.78 2.08 1.06** 1.02 
(.0C) 1.00) (.00) (.01) 1.39) 1.42) 
3.49 3.43 3.43 1.10** 1.05 1.07 
(.00) (.00) (.00) (.36) (.40) (.38) 
7.32 2.44 2.56 0.95** 0.91 0.89 
(.00) (.00) (.00) (.50) (.55) (.56) 
8.83 5.49 4.10 C.67** 0.59 0.62 
(.00) (.00) (.00) (.61) (.87) (.63) 
•* Riniiui Acceptable Crder 
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Table Vi la . Resu l t s or the F i t s 

-p[. = Y - k i \ < c o s B ) nhere Eg i s the 
X-c leqendre polynomial . 

C o e f f i c i s n t 
(Error) 

C o e f f i c i e n t s are in / i b / s r . 

Bean C.H. 
Hoientua Bnerqj » 0 » i », A H l ^ 
(IteV/e) («9V) 

880 1604 152.4 - 2 2 . 4 53 .6 
(5 .9 ) ( 11 .0 ) ( 13 .8 ) 

154.4 -22 . t t 50 .6 « .1 - 2 4 . 7 4 1 . 5 
(6 .4) (13 .2 ) (17 .7 ) (22.3) (22 .6 ) (26 .1 ) 

930 1632 123.1 - 4 2 . 6 63 .9 - 6 3 . 6 
(5 .9) (11 .6 ) (14 .3 ) 117.4) 

124.8 - 4 1 . 8 62 .4 - 5 7 . 1 - 1 4 . 2 30 .5 
(6 .1 ) (12 .0 ) ( 15 .7 ) 119.8) (20 .7 ) (2U. 1) 

980 1661 86 .9 - 4 1 . 5 32 .5 - 6 J . 1 5 7 . 2 
(4 .4 ) ( 8 . 3 ) ( 11 .5 ) (12 .7 ) (14 .6 ) 
86 .5 - 4 4 . 1 33 .2 - 6 7 . 6 58 .4 - 2 1 . 2 
(4 .4 ) ( 8 . 5 ) (11 .5 ) 113.4) (14 .6 ) (17 .3 ) 

1030 1688 77 .3 5 .5 - 4 . 4 - e t . S 
(5 .1) ( 9 . 4 ) (12 .7 ) 114.4) 
77 .8 2 . 8 0.5 - 8 5 . 6 15.e - 1 7 . 0 
(5 .3 ) ( 9 . 9 ) (13 .5 ) (17.3) ( 19 .1 ) (19 .4 ) 

1080 1716 101.8 7 1 . 6 - 3 5 . 4 - 7 1 . 5 
(6 .0) (11 .5 ) (14 . e) (14.3) 
99.6 6 5 . 1 - 5 3 . 1 - 9 8 . 5 - 3 7 . 1 - 2 1 . 0 
(6 .2) (12 .4 ) (17 .2 ) (21.9) (22 .8 ) (20 .3 ) 

1130 1743 87 .3 3 7 . 1 - 8 5 . 2 - 7 9 . 4 
i;4.5) ( 6 . 6 ) (10 .4 ) (11.C) 
(18.1 3 5 . 6 - 8 3 . 7 - 7 2 . 0 13 .7 - 6 . 4 
(4 .8) ( 7 .1 ) (10 .5 ) (12.6) ( 14 .5 ) (15 .0 ) 

values are for rr-p —» on, o-* all decays. 
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Table Vllfc. R e s u l t s of the F i t s 

^2" = X 1 T c ? p i > (cos8) nhere E^ i s the 
•**• fTr, K Iegendre p c l y n o i i a l . 

C o e f f i c i e n t 
(Error) 

Coefficients are diiensionless. 

Eea» C M . 
Hoaentui Energy C0 c, C L C 3 C„ cr (HeV/c) (Be?) 

880 160H 1052 -153 344 28 -169 263 x10-* 
t 44) ( 90) (120) (152) (154) (178) 

930 1632 917 -307 458 -419 -100 224 x10-» 
( 45) ( 88) (115) (145) (152) (177) 

980 1661 681 -347 26; -533 460 -167 x10-» 
( 35) ( 67) ( 91) (106) (115) (137) 

1030 1688 653 24 4 -721 133 -1M3 i10"* 
( 15) ( 83) (111) (106) (161) (163) 

1080 1716 893 584 -1177 -883 -332 -189 x10~» 
( 56) (111) (154) (197) (204) (182) 

1130 17113 838 338 -797 -685 131 -61 x10~« 
I 45) ( 67) (100) (119) |138) (143) 

Values are for n— p -> fn, n »> all decays. 



Table VIII. Error sat t ices for the Fits 

These values correspond to the f i t s tc f i fth order in 
Tafcle Vila. 

Units are (jir/sr)*. 

880 HeV/c 

4 1 . 1 9 26.24 3 9 . 7 1 48 .34 28.57 56 .15 
26 .24 173.67 111 .61 130.46 127.61 12C.19 
3 9 . 7 1 111.61 312.24 2 1 5 . 8 1 190.58 141.54 
48 .34 130.46 215 .81 498.96 1S6.13 266 .70 
2 8 . 5 7 127.61 19C.58 188.13 512.81 114.69 
56 .15 120.19 141.54 

930 

266.70 

HeV/c 

114.69 eec.66 

36 .78 13.44 31 .45 12.87 8.08 36 .86 
13 .44 144.32 38 .68 VS.22 49.44 4 9 . 3 9 
31 .45 38.68 247.10 110.84 126.61 65 .66 
12 .87 79.22 110.84 392.33 114.90 197.76 

8 .08 49.44 128.61 114.90 426.56 59 .68 
3 6 . 8 8 49.39 65 .88 

980 

197.76 

ReV/c 

59.68 579 .15 

19. «3 3.02 11.39 - 3 . 0 1 16.20 6 .83 
3 .02 72.86 - 0 . 2 8 4 5 . 8 1 - 0 . 6 0 36 .37 

11 .39 - 0 . 2 8 132.27 14.32 46.98 - 9 . 5 5 
- 3 . 0 1 45 .81 14.3? 180.17 10.47 7 7 . 6 7 
16 .20 - 0 . 6 0 46 .98 10.47 213.82 - 1 6 . 6 4 
6 . 8 3 36.37 - 9 . 5 5 

1030 

77 .67 

HeV/c 

- 1 6 . 6 4 300 .74 

2 8 . 3 2 21.37 10.36 - 2 . 7 2 24.49 20 .62 
2 1 . 3 7 97.C5 31.64 59 .04 21.79 57 .06 
10 .36 31.64 181.89 98 .39 66.32 21 .56 
- 2 . 7 2 59.04 96 .39 2 9 9 . 9 1 162.96 144.00 
2 4 . 4 9 21.79 86 .32 162.96 364.22 153.95 
2 0 . 6 2 57.06 21 .58 144.00 153.95 375 .42 



1080 H e l / c 

81 

3 9 . 0 2 56.07 26.63 
5 6 . 0 7 153.31 131 .51 
26 .63 131.51 291.88 
1 7 . 5 1 108.e6 282.37 
3 2 . 2 6 93.27 190.30 
29 .13 65.60 83 .70 

1130 

2 2 . 8 5 17.25 - 1 5 . 1 2 
17 .25 50.16 16.62 

- 1 5 . 1 2 16.62 109.79 
- 7 . S I 3 . 1 * 61 .10 
2 1 . 0 1 11.26 3 .11 
1 7 . 9 1 39 .51 - 1 1 . 0 9 

17 .51 32.26 2S.13 
1C8.86 93.27 8 5 . 6 0 
2 e : . 3 1 15C.30 83.7C 
181 .68 373.97 186.12 
373 .97 515.26 317 .3e 
186.12 317.38 111 .19 

HeV/c 

- 7 . 6 1 21 .01 1 7 . 9 1 
3 . 1 1 11.26 3 9 . 5 1 

61 .10 3.44 - 1 4 . 0 9 
157.50 83.78 18.79 

83 .78 209.06 105.25 
16.79 1C5.25 224 .81 
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Fiqure 10a 880 MeV/c 
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Figure 10b 930 MeV/c 
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Figure 10c 980 MeV/c 
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Figure lOd 1G30 MeV/c 
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Figure lOe 1080 MeV/c 
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Figure 10F 1130 MeV/c 
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*. lotal Crosis-SacUW 

integrating the differential cress-section froa 
the above fits giveE 

Values are shcan in table is. 
Bo separate determination of the total cross-

faction, integrating over all angles, uas done froa the 
data reported here. The severe gecaetric bias of the 
neutron counters could be m o v e d only by soae process 
vhich considered the detailed geoaetry at each angle. 

Separate data tiere taken at one noaentna (1030 
Hey/c), using the spark chambers but not the neutrcn 
coasters. The] have been analjzed by lelson1*, with a 
•stood siailar to that of Suloe et al. s. The result 
given is «19±33 fib, lihich is slightly higher than the 
result reported here. 

Table IX also contains values for the differential 
cross-section at 0° and 180°, as extrapolated fro» the 
fits. 
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Table II. Calculated Crcss-Ssetioas 

Eeaa 
Section 
Boaentua 

(HeV/c) 

c. a. 
Energy 

(He?) 

Total 

Cross-
Section 
(nfc) 

880 1604 1915 
(74) 

930 1632 1546 
(74) 

980 1661 1092 
(55) 

1030 1688 971 
(64) 

1080 1716 • 1280 
(76) 

1130 1743 1096 
(57) 

Differential cross-

0° 18C° 

(pb/sr) (jib/sr) 

183.5 228.4 
(21.6) (17.0) 
80.8 293.2 
(31.9) (2^.6) 
73.1 280.4 
(29.6) (27.4) 
-8.5 154.3 
(37.5) (19.5) 

62.6 62.4 
(36.0) (12.0) 

-40.2 44.3 
(20.6) (10.4) 

Values are for n—p -» rĵ n, rj,-* all decays. 
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Figure 11 Total Cross-Section 
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Figure 12a Cross-Section at 0° 
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Figure 12b Cross-Section at 180° 
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Figure 13a Legendre Coefficients 
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Figure 13b Legendre CoeFFicients 
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Fiqure 13c Leqendre CoeFFicients 
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Figure 13d Leqendre Coefficients 
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Figure 13e Legendre CoeFFicients 
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Fiqure 13F Leqendre Coefficients 
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IV. riSCOSSIQN CF BESUITS 

*• CeatariBon wi,th Other Experj.aents 

1. Tota.1 Cross-section 
Figure 1« shows the total cross-section for the 

reaction " ~F -*' <|n, as aeasared by this eiperiaent 
and others*-". Hear threshhold, the cross-section 
rises linearly nith the barycentric final-state 
aoaentua, indicating an s-navc interaction, i aaxiaua 
of about 2.5 ab is reached. The cress-section falls 
again, to about 1.2 ab at 1000 neV/c, then levels off. 
At the highest energy aeasured by Fichards et al.», 
beyond tbe range of this experiaent, it drops again, to 
about 0.66 ab, and then declines slcvly cut as far as 
2100 nev/c, according to nelson's points. 
Uncertainties of' this experiaent are saaller thsn those 
of either Bichards et al.« cr Bulca at al. 5, and the 
points show tore clearly what was indicated by the 
others, that there is a ainiaui at 980 and 103C HeV/c, 
followed by a peak at 1080. 
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Figure 14a Total Cross-Section 
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Figure 14b Total Cross-Section 
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The value3 of the differentia] cross-section at 0° 
and 180° contain less inforsation than naraseters which 
dascribe the behavicr of the interaction in the entire 
anqular range. Heuever, they are useful in comparing 
different eKperioents, and in coaparing exparinent tiith 
theoretical predictions. The differential cross-
sections at 0° and 180°, found by extrapolation of the 
fits ta Ieqendre fclynosials, are shonn in figurp 1 % 
together with the results of ethers. 
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Figure 15a Cross-Section at Dc 
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Figure 15b Cross-Section at 180° 
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3. Legendre Eclynoaial B»pans}o|) Coefficients 

Fig. 16 shows the coefficients C» in the expansion 

where X is the reciprocal of the incident aoaentua 
in the barycentiic systea, and F. ace Legendre 
polynomials. It shews tallies froa other experiaents. 
Richards et al. gave enough icforaatien-in their paper 
for ae to recalculate their fits, uhich I have done to 
get values for the coefficients beyond the orders they 
considered necessary. The solid corves in Fig. 16 are 
to aid the eye, and have no theoretical basis. 

Except for a factor of ITTJ *, C„ is the saae as 
the total cross-section. It is aore easily seen here 
that the difference tetween 1000 KeV/c 11670 HeV total 
invariant mass) and 1200 HeV/c (1780 HeV) could be due 
either to a dip at the lover energy or a peak at the 
higher. 

The values for C, eaphasize a proties which was 
apparent in the total-cross-section and in C 0: the 
results of this experiaent at the highest noaentuc, 
1130 HeV/c, are not consistant with the results of 
other experisents. Nor are they the values one would 
expect froa an extrapolation of the values at the other 
five aoaenta, although this is not sure because of the 
uncertainty of extrapolation. C, is slightly negative 
at 880 HeV/c, decreases tc about -0.03 at 930 and 980 
HeV/c, rises through zero at 1030 HeV/c to 0.06 at 1080 
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Hev/c, and. say rise to 0.11 at 1150 and beyond. 

The behavior of C A Is lore difficult to evaluate, 
because of larger uncertainties. It Is zero below 
about 750 MeV/c (1530 He?), rises tc a aaiiaua of 0.07 
at 840 HeV/c (1580 HeV), then falls through zero at 
1030 HeV/c (1690 Re?) to -0.04 at 1C80 HeV/c (1715 
HeV). The further behavior is uncertain. 

C3 is zero until slightly belct the lowest energy 
of this experiment, then rises quickly to about -0.06, 
•here it regains rcoghly constant frca 930 ReV/c (1630 
19V) through the highest point of Fichards et al. 

Cu is zerc at 930 HeV/c and belcv, rises to a peak 
of 0.04 at 980 HeV/c (1660 ReV) , and falls again to 
zero at 1080 MeV/c 11715 NeV). It seeas to reaain near 
zero, although Bichards detects a value of -0.06 at his 
highest energy. 

C r is zero, within the liaits of experimental 
error. 
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Figure 16a Legendre CoeFFicients 
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Figure 16b Legendre CoeFFicients 
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Figure 16c Legendre CoeFFicients 
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Figure 16d Legendre CoeFf ic ients 
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Figure 16e Legendre CoeFFicients 
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Figure 16F Legendre CoeFFicients 
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Figure 16q Leqendre CoeFFicients 
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E• l n t e r £ r s j a t i s n 

1. Individual.Spin-Parity states in ,tjje Differential 
Cross-Section 

It is possible to expand the initial and final 
states of reacticn (1) as a sua cf eiqenstates of the 
constants of aoticn. In the case of strong 
interactions, both anqular •caentui and ferity are 
conserves, au? it is possible to esaaine the effects in 
this reacticn of each state with definite anqulac 
aoaentua and parity (whether or not this is useful 
depends on how iany states Bust be ccnsidered. As He 
have seen, only a liiited nuiber cf legendre polynomial 
tens are visible in- this analysis.) 

Ashkin9* shows that if the reacticn is represented 
by the equation 

where *k is the wavefunction fcr the initial state, 
f c is the wavefunction for the final state, 

and N is the transition natrix for the interaction, 
then mineral invariance arguments suffice to show that 
n lust have the fora 

|vj = £ + 3 3-.ri 
where "ft is the norial to the plane of the interaction, 

<r is the Paul! spin operator, 
and f and g are functions of the incident and final 
state aonentua vectcrs. 
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The differential cross-section is qiven by 

4 1 = i f l 2 • lgl ? (5) 
Expanding the incoming and outgoing wavefunctions as 
sues of terms, each of definite spain and parity, 
reguires 

f = X£LU+')Y + £ T / 3 gUf.e) (6a» 

where \" corresponds to the aiplitudes for J = t + j 

and P (cos6) = sinO-H-4--c-'—-i- is the associated 
legendre function. 

Substituting equation (6) into equation (5) gives 
an expression in the squares of leqendre polynomials 
and associated functions. Integrating over all angles 
gives 

0- = UITAZ £ j ^ 1 ) |l*l* • J?|T-|* = H,YX*£_ (J+i) I T' 2 < 7' 

Nith soae algetra aid bookkeeping, the expression for 
the differential cress-section can be reduced tc a sum 
of Legendre pclynciials, of higher crder. Tripp 3* 
gives a useful table of coefficients, using the 
notation Lj-j, so that 1**5., T- = F, , T+ = P3 , 
Tj = D,, etc. In this notation, and assuming conplex 
conjugation, so that for each t e n AE one nust use 
Ee(S*R) , 
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~, = A~( P c ( c o s f l ) [ S , S, « F, E, • 2 | P , E , • D,D, ) 
1 ~ «• 3(E S-C S- • F S F,-) ] 

• P ( c o s 8 ) [ 2 S , F, • M S , Ej • ? , C, ) + ( U / ? ) ( r 3 I ^ ) 
• ( 3 6 / 5 ) (F-jE^ * D , F 7 ) • ( 1 8 / 3 5 ) (D^F,.) ] 

• P a ( c o s e » [ M S , E3 • F, Pj ) t 6 (S, E, • E, F s ) 
• 2 ( P , P . + E , E , ) • ( 1 2 / 7 ) (P,F^ • D^Dy) 
• (2M/7) ( E 5 E - • F ? B 5 ) ] 

+ P, ( C 0 S 9 ) [ 6 ( S , F y t F , D S ) • ( 3 6 / 5 ) ( P i E , ) 
+ ( 2 t / 5 ) ( P , E - « E^F-) + ( 1 6 / 5 ) ( D - F , ) ] 

• PH (C0S9) [ ( 7 2 / 7 ) (E, fy • E , C S ) 
• ( 1 8 / 7 ) (D^D^ • F.-F-) ] 

• Ps ( c o s 8 ) [ ( 1 C 0 / 7 ) E S F - ] } (8) 

I have left out terms containing asplitudes aith 

spin greater than 5/2, since they Bould alsc require 

teras in higher order, Bhich are not visible in the 

experiaental data. This eqoation corresponds in fora 

to previous fits to the experiiental data of the fora 

Analysis of pion-nucleon elastic scattering and 

charge exchange data has shcun a number of heavy baryon 

resonances with iscspin 1/2, nhich cculd couple «ith 

the eta-neutron channel. The "sell-established" 

resonances in Table x are listed in the Bevien of 

Particle Properties', Bhich sunEarizes the results of 

nuuerous authors 3', aainly, in this case, fron partial-

wave analyses. The esistance cf these resonances is of 

interest in the following discussion, although only the 

M1535) is fcnoen to he strongly ccupled to the eta-

neutron channel. 
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Table >. "Sell-Established" Eesonances 

Name ^ i Mass (Bevt 
fi (9U0) F, 939 
B(117C) [J, 1UCC to 1*70 
N(152C) Dj 1510 to 15U0 
M1535) S, 150C to 1600 
H (167C) E; 167C to 16e5 
N (1688) Fr 1680 to 1690 
N(170C) S, 1665 to 1765 
N(178C) F, 1650 to 1860 
N(181C) F3 1770 to 1860 

One nay choose froa this table according to one's own 
taste, to explain the Halted data in the eta-neutron 
channel. The selection is lore than enough, because 
each state has a 11 ass, a width, and coupling constants 
to both nN and on channels, all of which vary with the 
details of tbe fit being done. It is a long way feci 
equation (8) tc equation (91. The fcllouinq section 
refecs to these equations, and to the coefficients of 
equation (9) shown in Fig. 16. 
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2. Buip-Hunting in the Eta rata 

The C 4 coefficient in the leqendre polynomial fits 
to the diffetential cross-section shows a peak at about 
980 deV/c (166C PeV) , iiith a size of 0.046 t 0.011. It 
could be due to a resonance in either the F^ cr the Ds-
wave. Either is possible, especially since resonances 
have been found in both naves by phase-shift analysis 
of pion-nuclecn interactions, and the behavior of C H is 
by itself insufficient to distinguish then. The 
question could be resolved by an analysis of 
interference tilth ether known resonances as seen in 
other coefficients, or by a aeasureaent of polarization 
parameters, vhich are sensitive to the difference in 
parity between the F r and the E r naves. 05- and F5 are 
not both present, for their interference would produce 
a C s ten, which is absent in the experiaental results. 
The spin-5/2 terns appear in equation (8) with a 
coefficient (16/7), giving ' 

|Dj|* or |F5|* = (7/181 (0.0H6±0.011) = O.OIfl t 0.0OK 
Inserting this value into equation (7) gives 

<r = <ln-X*(3) (|D-|2 or tfgl2) = (0.8a t C.21) nb 
This is the cress-section for IT-p -> o n going through 
the spin-5/2 channel. Calculations'8 based on an SO (3) 
nodel predict a branching fraction of 2* into -̂ n for 
the D5(1670) , giving 

'«-= (2/3) <0.«> (0.02) (J+|) (Iff**) = 0.26 »b. 
(In this calculation, (2/3) is the fraction of the 
initial ir-p state which is pure isospio 1/2. The 
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factor O.'A is the branching fraction of the 

intersediate state to the initial-rr-p stats', and 0.02 

is the branching fracticn to <^n.) The sane 

calculations give ?erc for the branching fraction into 

<>n for the F (1688) resonance, lhus, it seeis likely 

that the observed interaction is n-p -> D 5(1670) ->.in. 

There is structure in C,, C z , and C^ in this 

region as well. This could be due to interference 

terms between the Eg- (or Fff) and other waves which are 

present but not resonant at this energy. An S, By t e n 

would affect the C^ coefficient, a E, Ds- ter» would 

affect Cj, and an S, E, t e n vculd affect C, . 

(Similarly, S, F s affects C 3 and E, F s affects Ĉ ., so 

this is no direct help in separating the effects of D.,-

and F s ) . 

The total cross-section, and lore obviously the c e 

coefficient, show a ainiaui at 1000 HeV/c (1670 HeV), 

followed by a peak at 1200 HeV/c 11780 Be»). » dip in 

total cross'Secticn cannot be explained by a resonance 

or by interfering resonances, so it is lore attractive 

to interpret this as a peak at the higher energy. This 

could be due to the P, (1780) resonance which has been 

seen in TTN phase-shift analysis. 
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